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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to investigate what
would be the optimal strategy for voluntary trunk
movement, which would minimize hip, knee and ankle
torques demanding as well minimal upper limb
participation during Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES)-assisted sit to stand motion in person suffering
from Spinal cord injury. Our results suggest that
paraplegic patients should bend their body forward in
order to use linear momentum of the trunk in sit off
phase, i.e. they should generate the motion similar to
the one of healthy subjects. Those results have been
experimentally tested using a closed-loop controller
for FES-assisted standing-up. The controller should
automatically trigger leg stimulation in optimal
moment with respect to the trunk motion in order to
decrease arm participation during rising phase of the
motion.

1. Introduction
Standing-up is one of the most common daily
activities in healthy people. It is a mechanically
demanding task [1] and requires active force provided
by muscles of the lower limbs. Spinal cord injury
patients have difficulties in standing up, due to their
lower limbs paralysis. To compensate missing action
of lower extremities, paraplegic patients use arm
support to provide lifting and stabilizing forces during
standing up. However, people practicing a fully arm
supported
standing-up
risk
later
shoulder
complications [11]. In addition to the arm support,
standing up in paraplegic patients can be achieved by
using FES. Previous work in our group had shown that
orientation and acceleration of the healthy human trunk

during rising motion have low intra and intervariability, so those signals could be good indicators of
the evolution of sit to stand movement [2]. Also,
comparing rising motion in healthy and paraplegic
subjects it has been demonstrated that one main
difference between them is the onset of leg movement
in regards to trunk bending [2],[10]. Thus, the system
for closed-loop FES assisted sit-to-stand transfer,
based on the observation of trunk movement has been
developed [3]-[4]. The method is based on the
observation of trunk acceleration in the sagittal plane
during rising motion and a detection algorithm which
triggers a pre-programmed stimulation pattern. The
detection algorithm is described in [4]. Within this
system, patients are instructed to lean their trunk
forward, i.e. to generate motion of the trunk which is
similar to the motion of a healthy subject.
Our goal in the present study is to show that such a
motion is may reduce the consumed energy and
applied shoulder forces using dynamic motion
optimization.
Obtained
results
have
been
experimentally tested.

2. Method
2.1

Data collection

Experimental data were collected from one
complete paraplegic patient with lesion at T7 level.
Approval from local ethical committee was obtained to
run those tests. The kinematics data were acquired by a
4-camera VICONTM optical system recording position
of 16 passive markers at 100Hz sample rate. Six
degrees of freedom force sensors were mounted on
handles fixed on parallel bars in order to record arm
efforts. Sampling frequency was 100Hz. At the
beginning, patient was sitting on a chair with arms on
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the handles. The position of the handles was adjusted
accordiQJ WR WKH SDWLHQW¶V SUHIHUHQFH Patient was
instructed to bend the trunk forward prior standing up.
Experimenter manually triggered stimulator. The
stimulation frequency and pulse width were
respectively 30Hz and 300µs. The stimulation current
amplitude was adapted in order to ensure joint locking.
The stimulated muscles were quadriceps vastus
medialis, hamstring biceps hemoris, gluteus maximus,
and tibialis anterior.

2.2

Biomechanical Model
TM

LifeMOD software was used to model human
body dynamics [5]. The model consisted of four
segments: foot, shank, tight and HAT (head, arms, and
trunk) with 3 DOF (ankle, knee and hip). Each joint is
modeled as a hinge joint. The connection between foot
and support is fixed, i.e. there is no motion between
them. Mechanical parameters of the biomechanical
PRGHO DUH REWDLQHG IURP /LIH02'¶V DQWKURSRPHWULF
database. To take into account the interaction between
the human body and the chair to detect the sit off
instant, impact force algorithm has been used. In order
to simulate upper body standing up activity, vertical
(VSF) and horizontal (HSF) force on the shoulders
were applied as a step function (Fig.1.). MOCAP data
and data from force sensor mounted on handles were
used to get trajectories of ankle, knee and hip joint and
forces acting on the shoulders.

2.3

In (1) Ĳa , Ĳk, and Ĳh refer to ankle, knee and hip torques
respectively, t0 is sit off moment, tf is the final time and
Te represents the sample time.
4 min d 4(t ) d 4 max
(2)
4 min 100q, 4 max 10q
Where 4(t ) is the trunk angle.
Specific values of the forces acting on the shoulders
were chosen to simulate 2 different sit-to-stand
conditions. In the first optimization process, the force
acting on the shoulder was set to be equal to the one
obtained from experimental data. We are interested in
decreasing arm forces during sit to stand motion,
therefore in the second optimization, VSF and HSF
were chosen to be null, i.e. without influence of the
arm support.

Optimization process

Our objective is to define the optimal strategy
for voluntary trunk movement, therefore, the
optimization algorithm computes optimal trajectories
of hip joint with respect to the trajectories of the knee
and ankle measured during the experiment. The
trajectories obtained from the optimization process are
described through cubic B-spline [6] with 5 control
points. The initial and final control point values
correspond to sitting and standing position
respectively. Optimization process calculates the
values of three intermediate control points, dividing the
trajectory in 4 equal parts.
In order to minimize lower limbs efforts during sit to
stand transition, the chosen cost function is the sum of
the squared joint torques in ankle, knee and hip
(equation 1), with constrains on the trunk angle
(equation 2):
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Fig. 1. Model, VSF and HSF are vertical and
horizontal component of the shoulder force
respectively, t0 is sit off moment when constant
force on the shoulder was applied. Ԧankle,
ԦNQHH DQG ԦKLS DUH DQNOH DQJOH NQHH DQJOH
and hip angle respectively. The initial joint
SRVLWLRQYHFWRUZDVԦ >-80°].
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2.4

Experimental validation

Experiments have been performed with one T6
paraplegic patient in order to validate optimization
results. At the beginning of the experiment subject was
sitting on the chair with arms rested on the handles.
Subject performed rising motion using our system
which should automatically trigger leg stimulation in
optimal moment with respect to the trunk acceleration
in order to decrease arm participation during the
motion. Subject bent his trunk forward before sit off
phase. The trunk acceleration was acquired by one-axis
wireless accelerometer positioned between shoulder
blades of the subject. The wireless system is described
in [7]. Six degrees of freedom force sensors were
mounted on handles on parallel bars in order to record
arm efforts. Sampling frequency of accelerometer and
force sensors was 100Hz. The stimulation parameters
were the same as reported in section 2.1. To ensure
smoother muscle contraction, ramping of stimulation
train was used with ramp duration of 300ms.
Stimulation muscles were quadriceps vastus medialis,
hamstring biceps hemoris and tibialis anterior.

3. Results and Discussion
In figure 2 trajectories for ankle, knee and hip
measured during data collection experiment are
presented. The amplitude of the reaction forces acting
oQWKHOHIWVKRXOGHUZDVDQGRIWKHSDWLHQW¶V
body weight (BW) for vertical and horizontal
component respectively. Results of the optimization
algorithm are presented on Fig 3. In Fig. 3a)
amplitudes of applied vertical and horizontal shoulder
forcHV ZDV  DQG  SHUFHQWDJH RI SDWLHQW¶V %:
respectively, i.e. had the same numerical value as the
shoulder force calculated from experimental data. The
results of optimization process suggested that in this
case forces provided by upper extremities and
stimulated lower limbs are enough to lift body upward
and inertia of trunk is neither necessary nor optimal in
terms of joint torques.

Fig. 2 Lower limb trajectories measured during the data
collection experiment. Blue line is ankle angle, red line is
knee angle and green line is hip angle. The dashed bar marks
the beginning of sit off phase.

In Fig. 3b) optimization results without arm support
are presented. In this case, the results suggest that the
patient should use a strategy similar to one of healthy
person: prior standing up, he should bend his body
forward in order to use linear momentum of their trunk
which is helpful during the lift of rising phase [4].
Knee extension should start around 600ms before
maximum of the trunk acceleration, and to finish in
approximately same time as trunk motion. Fig.4.
shows mean and maximal values of the sum of left and
right hand forces measured during the experimental
validation. Stimulation time in seconds with respect to
the maximal trunk acceleration is presented on the x±
axis. Negative values indicate that stimulator was
triggered before maximum of trunk acceleration. In the
same way, positive values mean that stimulation
started after. From the Fig.4. it seems that there is an
influence of the timing of stimulation application and
upper limb support forces. As expected, the lowest
mean and maximal value of hand forces were achieved
for trials when stimulation started around 0.3s before
maximal trunk acceleration occurrence (ramp duration
was 300 ms).

Fig. 3.a) Optimization result with vertical shoulder force of
22%BW and horizontal shoulder force of 3, 5%BW. Blue
line represents ankle angle, red line is knee angle, and green
line is hip angle. The dashed bar marks the beginning of sit
off phase.
00045-p.3

Fig. 3.b) Optimization result without applied shoulder force.
Blue line represents ankle angle, red line is knee angle, and
green line is hip angle. The dashed bar marks the beginning
of sit off phase.
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4. Conclusion
From the results presented here following
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